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A New Double Point Multiplication Algorithm
and Its Application to Binary Elliptic
Curves with Endomorphisms
Reza Azarderakhsh and Koray Karabina
Abstract—We present a new double point multiplication algorithm based on
differential addition chains. Our proposed scheme has a uniform structure and has
some degree of built-in resistance against side channel analysis attacks. We discuss
deploying our scheme in a hardware implementation of single point multiplication on
binary elliptic curves with efﬁciently computable endomorphisms. Based on
operation counts, we expect to gain accelerations of 30% and 18% for computing
single point multiplication with and without availability of parallel multipliers,
respectively, and these results are veriﬁed in our implementations.
Index Terms—Elliptic curve cryptosystems, endomorphism, differential addition
chains, double point multiplication

1 INTRODUCTION

I

1985, Miller [1] and Koblitz [2] independently showed that the
group of rational points on elliptic curves over ﬁnite ﬁelds can be
used for public-key cryptography. Since then, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) has been identiﬁed and employed as an efﬁcient and
suitable scheme for public key cryptographic systems. The principal
operation in elliptic curve cryptographic systems is point multiplication. Several effort in the literature have focused on developing
efﬁcient techniques to compute point multiplication on various forms
of elliptic curves.
Let elliptic curve , together with a point at inﬁnity, be an
ordinary non-supersingular elliptic curve deﬁned over F . Given
an integer and a point
F , a (single) point multiplication
algorithm computes
F . Given two positive integers
and two points ,
F , a double point multiplication algorithm
computes
F . Elliptic curve based cryptographic
schemes rely heavily on efﬁcient point multiplication and double
point multiplication algorithms. For example, in an elliptic curve
digital signature scheme, the signer has to compute
where is
randomly chosen by the signer, and
is a domain parameter.
For verifying a signature, the veriﬁer obtains the public key
of
the signer and computes
for certain integers and . One
can obviously perform double point multiplication at a cost of
performing two single point multiplications as a naive method. A
more efﬁcient method is to compute
simultaneously. Two
such methods are Straus-Shamir’s trick (see Algorithm 14.88 in [3])
and interleaving [4]. Other alternatives for computing simultaneous
double point multiplication are based on differential addition chains;
see for instance [5]–[8]. One advantage of using differential addition
chains is that the resulting algorithms are potentially resistant
against side-channel analysis attacks due to the uniform pattern of
N
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operations executed. On the other hand, algorithms based on differential addition chains with uniform pattern suffer from being less
efﬁcient in comparison to the traditional methods; and if such
algorithms are optimized for efﬁciency then the uniform property
is sacriﬁced in general. For instance, Montgomery’s continued fraction algorithm CFRC [5] has a uniform pattern whereas its optimized
version PRAC [5] is not uniform.
Double point multiplication can be used to obtain fast (single)
point multiplication in certain cases. To be more concrete, suppose
that
is an efﬁciently computable endomorphism of
such that
, where
F is of prime order and
is
an integer. If a scalar can be written as
, where
, then
can be computed using a
simultaneous double point multiplication algorithm. Computational
speed-up is achieved if the cost of performing a double point
multiplication (plus the cost of evaluating ) is less than twice the
cost of performing a single point multiplication. Gallant, Lambert
and Vanstone (GLV) [9] introduced this technique and obtained fast
point multiplication on certain ordinary elliptic curves (the so-called
GLV curves) deﬁned over ﬁnite ﬁelds of characteristic greater than
three. Later, Galbraith, Lin and Scott [10] generalized this technique
to larger classes of curves (known as the GLS curves). Recently,
Hankerson, Karabina and Menezes [11] analyzed GLS curves over
binary ﬁelds and showed that the GLV technique is effective in a large
class of elliptic curves in the sense that GLV point multiplication is
faster than the traditional point multiplication methods. In [11], the
interleaving technique was used in the double point multiplication
(GLV point multiplication) algorithm.
In this paper, we focus on a double point multiplication algorithm
which has a uniform structure as opposed to Straus-Shamir’s trick or
interleaving techniques. This suggests using a differential addition
chain based multiplication. Differential addition chains yield an extra
advantage in an elliptic curve setting because there exist differential
point addition and doubling formulas (see [12] and [13]). These
formulas are generalization of Montgomery’s formulas [14] using
only the -coordinates of points, and are more efﬁcient than the
traditional point addition and doubling formulas. Differential
addition chain based elliptic curve double point multiplication algorithms have been previously studied by Stam [13] and Bernstein [8].
In [13], Stam adapted Montgomery’s PRAC algorithm [5] and proposed a double point multiplication algorithm in elliptic curves
over ﬁelds of characteristic two. Stam’s method costs 1.5 additions
and 0.5 doublings per scalar bit and outperforms the previous results
available in the literature. However, the proposed algorithm in [13]
does not have a uniform structure, and it is concluded in [13] that
protection against timing and power analysis attacks has not been
supported. More recently, Bernstein [8] proposed two double point
multiplication algorithms based on new differential additionsubtraction chains. The ﬁrst algorithm in [8] has a uniform structure
and costs two additions and one doubling per scalar bit. Bernstein’s
second algorithm in [8] is more efﬁcient (1.43 additions/subtractions
and 0.347 doublings per scalar bit) but does not have a uniform
structure.
We propose and analyze a new double point multiplication
algorithm based on an adaptation of Montgomery’s PRAC algorithm. Our algorithm has a uniform structure that yields some degree
of built-in resistance against side-channel analysis attacks. Our
algorithm requires 1.4 additions and 1.4 doublings per scalar bit on
average. Hence, our proposal can be seen as an alternative to
Bernstein’s ﬁrst algorithm proposed in [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present our new double point multiplication algorithm, its analysis,
and a comparison with the previous work. In Section 3, we employ
double point multiplication to compute single point multiplication
on elliptic curves with efﬁciently computable endomorphisms. In
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TABLE 1
Update Rules for Double Point Multiplication

TABLE 2
An Example for Algorithm 1. The Input Is

Section 4, we discuss the implementation of the proposed scheme for
single point multiplication on binary elliptic curves. We conclude the
paper in Section 5.

2 A NEW DOUBLE POINT MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM
Let be an abelian additive group. We describe a new double point
multiplication algorithm to compute
where
Z and
. We may assume without loss of generality that and are
positive because
. Our algorithm is an adaptation of
Montgomery’s PRAC algorithm [5].
First we introduce some notation. Let
and
be two-dimensional vectors with integer components, and let
denote a two-dimensional vector where the components
are group elements. For an integer , we deﬁne
where
the component-wise scalar multiplication is performed over integers;
and
where the component-wise scalar multiplication is
performed in . We deﬁne
,
and
. When it is clear from the context, we use
for
to simplify the notation. Finally, we set
, and
.
Algorithm 1 starts with
, and
. These initial values yield
, and
. During the execution of the algorithm,
are updated so that
and
hold,
> , and
decreases until
. When
, we will have
which can be computed using a single point
multiplication algorithm with base
and scalar . We should
note that when
in the algorithm will decrease
until
and we will have
.
Algorithm 1 Double point multiplication algorithm
>

Inputs:

>

Output:
1:
2:
3: While
4:

do

Execute the ﬁrst applicable rule in Table 1

5: end While
6: Using single point multiplication with input
compute and return

and

,

Note that each rule in Table 1 requires an addition and a doubling
in . R2 requires an extra negation of a group element. Moreover
addition and doubling operations can be performed using differential addition and differential doubling formulas as the difference of
the group elements to be added are known by construction. We give
an example in Table 2 to show intermediate values of Algorithm 1
with input
and
. Note that in step 6 of
Algorithm 1, we have
, and
the output is
, as required.

2.1

Correctness and Analysis

be as deﬁned before, and assume that >
>
is an input to Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, and are
updated so that
are always positive, and
strictly decreases.
Therefore, the while loop in the algorithm must ﬁnish after ﬁnitely
many steps with
. When
, since
is kept
invariant while applying the rules in Table 1, we must have
Let

and so Algorithm 1 outputs
. Moreover, we deduce from the
above equality that
must divide both
and which implies
. In particular, if
, then we will have
right after the while loop in Algorithm 1.
The main issue to determine the efﬁciency of Algorithm 1 is to
estimate the number of iterations, say
, in the while loop
in Algorithm 1. It is easy to show that
. In
fact, this bound is tight because if
and
, then
.
In our experiments we observed that
in practice is remarkably smaller than the upper bound
. Moreover, the
behavior of Algorithm 1 becomes very stable as
gets larger.
We tested the performance of Algorithm 1 with
randomly chosen
pairs
such that,
and
. The
intervals
are relevant for obtaining fast single
point multiplication and double point multiplication algorithms at
the 128-bit security level (see Section 3.2). Our experimental evidence
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TABLE 3
Pairs
Were Randomly Chosen with

suggests that, on average,
and
in step 6 of
Algorithm 1. Moreover, each R1, R2, R1 , R2 is used in about 25% of
the total number of iterations. The variance is very high for the size of
in step 6 of Algorithm 1 because, as one might expect,
most of the time. Hence, we may have the following conjecture on the
expected running time of our proposed algorithm.
be an additive group with
, and
Z
with
. Using Algorithm 1,
can on average be computed in about
additions and
doublings
in .

Conjecture 1. Let

Remark 1. Algorithm 1 is basically performing the binary
Euclidean algorithm during the execution of its while loop. It
has been proved under certain assumptions that if the input to the
binary Euclidean algorithm is an odd positive pair of integers of
each -bit length and uniformly chosen at random, then the
average number of subtractions in the binary Euclidean
algorithm is asymptotically
; see [15]. The number of
subtractions in the binary Euclidean algorithm corresponds to
the number of executions of the rules R1 and R1 in Algorithm 1.
Furthermore, assuming that, after executing R1 (R1 ), the updated
value of
is an odd multiple of
with probability
, we
deduce that
that agrees with our
empirical results.
Note that the value of in step 6 of Algorithm 1 is not necessarily 1,
and in the case that > an attacker might collect some useful
information on
and because
, and
is used in a
single point multiplication algorithm in step 6 of Algorithm 1. For
example, a legitimate user with her secret key
may compose
as described in Section 3, and use Algorithm 1
to compute
, where
,
, and
. Then
the value of in step 6 of Algorithm 1 would be equal to the odd part
of
which can be recovered by an attacker via side channel
attacks. We argue that the attacker cannot learn much about the secret
by adapting this strategy. First, we note that if and are integers
chosen at random, then the probability that
is
; see [15]. It is plausible to assume that it is hard to
distinguish the distribution of the pair of integers
obtained
from the decomposition of randomly chosen integers (using the
decomposition method in Section 3) from the distribution of the
randomly chosen pair of integers
. Under this heuristic, we
expect that
in step 6 of Algorithm 1 with probability at least
. Similarly, we can argue that > in step 6 of Algorithm 1
with probability at most
; > with
probability at most
, and so on. In order
to lower the attacker’s success probability, one needs to proceed as
follows: First, precompute a small set of points
for a set of small
integers . Instead of decomposing only , decompose all the integers
in a (small) set
and choose the one, say
,
at random that yields the smallest
, say
. After computing
using Algorithm 1, compute
.
Note that for a set of size
we expect that
.

and

An attacker might also try to recover the secret exponent of a
legitimate user by using the variance in
. First of all, the
standard deviation is very small (see Table 3) and also it is not clear
to the authors how to manipulate this variance in an attack. In any
case, our suggestion of using the set at the end of the previous
paragraph can be applied to run Algorithm 1 with -bit integers and
such that
does not deviate much from its expected value
(see Conjecture 1).

2.2

Comparison with Previous Work

There are three crucial aspects of our proposed algorithm which
make it attractive for practical implementations.
First of all, assuming the inversion operation
can be
performed at a negligible cost1 and ignoring the cost of updating
scalars and , the cost of applying each rule in Table 1 is dominated
by an addition and a doubling operation. Therefore, the same types of
operations are executed in Algorithm 1 which yields some degree of
built-in resistance against side-channel analysis attacks. Second, the
addition and the doubling operations in Algorithm 2 can be implemented using differential addition-doubling formulas which are in
general more efﬁcient than traditional addition-doubling formulas.
Finally, as we discuss in the next section, double point multiplication
can be employed to speed-up single point multiplication in certain
groups such as in the group of points on an elliptic curve with an
efﬁciently computable endomorphism.
We note that our proposed algorithm is an adaptation of Montgomery’s PRAC algorithm [5] which was originally proposed to
compute the -th term of a second-degree recursive sequence. Montgomery’s PRAC algorithm was previously adapted by Stam [13] to
obtain a double point multiplication algorithm which on average
requires 1.5 additions and 0.5 doublings per scalar bit2, and which
can beneﬁt from differential addition-doubling formulas. However,
the operations executed in Stam’s adaptation do not have the uniform
structure and hence are not likely to have protection against side
channel analysis attacks which was also noted in [13]. More recently,
Bernstein [8] proposed two methods, for constructing differential
addition-subtraction chains, the new binary chain and the new extended
gcd chain. Bernstein’s new binary chain method yields a double point
multiplication algorithm which requires to compute 2 additions and
1 doubling per scalar bit in a uniform add-double-add pattern.
Bernstein’s new extended gcd chain method yields a double point
multiplication algorithm which on average requires 1.43 addition/
subtractions and 0.347 doublings per scalar bit, however, the operations do not follow a uniform pattern. Differential addition-doubling
formulas can be utilized in both of these algorithms.
In Table 4, we compare our proposed algorithm with the
above mentioned algorithms, and with two other double point
1. This is indeed the case in elliptic curves setting. Moreover, if
differential addition and doubling formulas are deployed then the cost
is literally zero.
2. The per-bit cost is reported to be 1.49A+0.33D in [7], Conjecture
3.29].
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TABLE 4
Comparison of Our Algorithm with Some of the Previously-Known
Algorithms. The Costs of Addition, Subtraction, and Doubling
Are Denoted by
, and , Respectively
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is the nearest integer to , and set

It is clear that computing

multiplication algorithms proposed by Akishita [6], and Schoenmakers (see [7], Section 3.2.3]). Even though there are many other
techniques that yield double point multiplication algorithms such as
the interleaving technique [4], we do not include them in our
comparisons because differential addition-doubling formulas cannot be utilized in these algorithms, and the sequence of addition/
doubling operations does not follow a uniform pattern during its
execution.

3 POINT MULTIPLICATION
WITH ENDOMORPHISMS

ON

3.1

Our Choice of Elliptic Curves

In this section, we brieﬂy discuss the elliptic curves that can be
employed in the crypto-processors to compute point multiplication.

3.1.1

A Binary Generic Curve
F

Let
and set

F

. We choose

F ,

F
F

where

3.1.2

, and

is a 256-bit prime.

A GLS Curve

Let
We choose

F
F
F , and set

F

F

F

.

F

be an elliptic curve deﬁned over F with
F be an element with
, where
the trace function. Then the elliptic curve

F

F

. Let
F denotes

where
F
, and
The endomorphism is deﬁned by
.

is a 253-bit prime.

Remark 2. From our discussion in Section 3, an integer

F
F
. It
is the quadratic twist of over F , and
was shown in [11] that there exists an efﬁciently-computable endomorphism of
deﬁned over F such that

F F satisﬁes
. Moreover, if
F
,
is an odd prime and is a (small) cofactor, then for any
F
, we have
for some integer satisfying
. It can be shown that
. More
interestingly, if is an integer, then one can efﬁciently ﬁnd two integers
and such that
where
where

as follows [10]: First write

for some rationals

is the same as computing

where
. Moreover, if the cofactor is small (i.e.,
), then
for a
-bit integer , one would expect that the bitlengths of and
are half that of .
Hence, Algorithm 1 described in Section 2 can be used to simultaneously compute
given
and .

ELLIPTIC CURVES

Based on the information provided in the previous section, here we
propose a new scheme to compute single point multiplication on
elliptic curves with endomorphism.
Let
and let

on

. Note that
. Then, let

and

and
, where

can be
decomposed as
with
.
Our experiments with
random choices of
, where
on average, indicate that the decomposition
method speciﬁed in Section 3 yields on average
. Moreover, if
and
are
given as input to Algorithm 1, then the average length of the
while loop is
. Note that these results are in
agreement with our ﬁndings in Table 3 as
. As a
result,
the
following
conjecture
can
be
stated.
F be the elliptic curve as in (2) with
F
, and
Z. Using Algorithm 1,
can
on average be computed in about 176 additions and 176 doublings
in .
, and consider the elliptic curve
Now, let

Conjecture 2. Let

F
that is isomorphic to over F . The isomorphism and its inverse are
given by
and
, respectively. The curve equation (3) is constructed in
[13], and is better suited than (2) for implementing Algorithm 1; see
[13]. Deploying Stam’s differential addition and doubling formulae
for
(see Algorithm 3) results to have the differences of two points
given in projective coordinates. Contrarily to a Montgomery ladder,
point differences in our proposed double point multiplication
algorithm are not ﬁxed (i.e., cannot be precomputed). Therefore,
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Algorithm 2, which requires these differences to be in afﬁne coordinates, cannot be used.

return

3.2 Security
Weil descent attacks [16], [17] have been shown to be effective for
solving the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in some elliptic curves
deﬁned over characteristic two ﬁnite ﬁelds of composite extension
degrees. It has been shown in [11] that the probability that a randomly
selected GLS curve deﬁned over F
is vulnerable to Weil descent
attacks is negligibly small (
), and there is a polynomial time
check that can be performed to rule out this possibility. This explicit
check would take about 1300 days of CPU time on a 1 GHz Sun V440,
and it can be easily parallelized; see [11]. Index calculus attacks are
also not effective for solving DLP in our above choices of elliptic
curves; see the two recent papers [18], [19] and references therein.
Hence, we conclude that the curves that we are considering in
this paper can be selected so that Pollard’s rho method [20] is the
fastest attack known for solving DLP, which has running time
approximately
.
Algorithm 2 Parallel computation of mixed differential PA and PD
on generic curves employing three multipliers (Cost:
[21]).
Note that
, and are the costs of a ﬁeld multiplication and a
squaring, respectively.
, and

Input:

in afﬁne coordinates

,

Step 1:

Step 2:
Step 3:
,

Step 4:

Step 5:
Step 6:
return

.

, and

Input:

in projective coordinates
Output:

and

Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

Based on the information provided in the previous sections, we
investigate the efﬁciency of the proposed scheme for computing
single point multiplication over binary elliptic curves. The cost of
computing single point multiplication using mixed differential point
addition and doubling [21] and Montgomery’s ladder is
,
where
and are the costs of a ﬁeld multiplication and a squaring,
respectively. Also, the cost of single point multiplication over GLS
curves based on using projective differential point addition and
doubling is
[13].
As indicated in Section 3, the latency of point multiplication on GLS
curves using double point multiplication reduces the number of
iterations in computing the main loop of point multiplication. In the
main loop, ﬁnite ﬁeld multiplications play an important role in
determining the efﬁciency of an elliptic curve based crypto-processor.
Note that addition is a simple bit-wise XOR operation and squaring can
be implemented very efﬁciently. Therefore, we investigate the performance of our proposed scheme for single point multiplication in terms
of the number of ﬁnite ﬁeld multiplications and consider two scenarios
in terms of availability of parallel multipliers.

,

Cost of Single Point Multiplication with One Multiplier

In this subsection, we assume only one ﬁnite ﬁeld multiplier is
available for the computation of single point multiplication. Therefore, the latency of computing a single point multiplication based on
mixed differential point addition and doubling algorithm given in
[21] using Montgomery’s ladder is
, where is the
security level in bits. On the other hand, the latency of computing
of a single point multiplication based our proposed scheme and
projective differential addition and doubling formulas and the algorithm presented in [13] is
. Therefore, applying
our proposed scheme reduces the latency of single point multiplication about 18% in comparison to the traditional scheme whenever we
have only one ﬁeld multiplier available. Note that this acceleration is
independent of the choice of the security level .

4.2

Algorithm 3 Parallel computation of projective differential PA and
PD on binary generic curves employing four multipliers (Cost:
[13]). Note that
, and , are the costs of a ﬁeld
multiplication, a squaring, and a multiplication by curve parameter,
respectively.

.

4 COMPUTATION OF SINGLE POINT MULTIPLICATION
USING OUR PROPOSED SCHEME

4.1

and

Output:

,

Step 6:

Cost of Single Point Multiplication with
Several Parallel Multipliers

In this subsection, we assume that we have several ﬁeld multipliers
available and the target is high-performance applications. In Algorithms 2 ([21]) and 3 ([13]), scheduling of parallel computation of
differential PA and PD on binary generic curves and GLS curves are
illustrated, respectively. We can employ three and four parallel
multipliers as illustrated in Algorithms 2 and 3, respectively, to
reduce the latency of one differential point addition and doubling
to only two multiplications. The latencies of single point multiplications for binary generic curves using Montgomery’s ladder and
our proposed scheme are
and
,
respectively. Therefore, our proposed scheme reduces the latency of
single point multiplication on binary curves about 30% in comparison to the traditional scheme.
To be more concrete, let us consider the implementation of single
point multiplication using the binary generic curve F
given by
(1), and the GLS curve
F
given by (3). The total latency in
terms of the number of multiplications in the case of using
is
, where
is the latency of a ﬁeld multiplication over F . The total latency in terms of the number of
multiplications in the case of using
can be estimated as
(see Conjecture 2), where
is the
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5 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new algorithm to compute double point multiplication employing differential addition chains. Moreover, we have
demonstrated how double point multiplication can be employed to
speed up the computation of single point multiplication on elliptic
curves with efﬁciently computable endomorphisms. We have
achieved accelerations of 30% and 18% for single point multiplication
with and without availability of parallel multipliers. It would be
interesting to apply the proposed technique on binary Edwards
curves [22] as they offer uniﬁed and complete point addition formulas but they do not provide fast results in comparison to the binary
generic curves. It would also be interesting to compare our algorithm
to simultaneous multi-exponentiation algorithms, where the exponents are represented using -ary digits, and they are recoded to
protect against side-channel attacks; see [23].
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For more information on this or any other computing topic,
please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.

▽

latency of a ﬁeld multiplication over F . Assuming that
and
are comparable, our technique provides an acceleration of
, which has been veriﬁed in our implementations. It is worth mentioning that in hardware, ﬁnite ﬁeld multipliers can be implemented in the form of digit-level, bit-parallel, or
Karatsuba based multipliers with some time-area trade-offs. In this
paper, we do not consider such low level arithmetic computations
since we focus on the curve level optimizations and investigate the
efﬁciency of our proposed algorithm only.
The proposed scheme is suitable for high-performance applications and one can easily map its architecture (described in any
hardware design language) to hardware (FPGA or ASIC) and achieve
required performance. For brevity, we do not include the details of
the hardware implementations in this paper.
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